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Following these steps, you will be able to start 
using IMC Coins - Edition Binance Chain



Go to your Chrome browser



Type binance chain wallet chrome in the search 
bar



Click on the first result, Binance Chain Wallet – 
Google Chrome



You will find the web extension for Binance Chain 
Wallet



Click on “Add to Chrome” the blue button as below, 
will be set on your browser, secure and
trusted extension by Binance Chain



Even doing that, the extension will not be 
screened on your Chrome bar as yet

Click on the extensions breakdown available 
on the browser, select pin on the Binance 
chain as shown on the icon above



You will find pinned it on the right side of the 
browser bar, click on the icon, and will pop up the
binance wallet



Click on “I do not own a wallet“



Enter a strong password larger up 8 characters, 
mix up upper-case and lower-case with one
number and symbols as “#%$&amp;/()!



After entering your password click on continue, it 
will set a list of recovery with 12 phrases/words
generally



Click to copy and back up your seed phrase with the order 
listed. You might be requested to
provide it in the future.
Also, you can get the private key which is very important



You will place your sentences according to the order in which 
they are requested example from above: Number 02,
Number 04 and Number 10 and you click on the "Continue" 
button.

If the button remains gray, might be that the 
order is not correct or missing characters, 
double-check and try again



Congratulation you will get your wallet activated



By default you will see it linked to the main red 
Binance Smart Chain, we will proceed to change 
it for Binance Chain



Let’s add the following 2 assets, the first one 
BUSD and the other one IMC (This is our special
Edition issued By Binance)



Type BUSD in the search bar and filter by token 
Binance USD and check the box of the asset



Let’s try with the 2 nd asset IMC and check it up 
as the previous one



Following these steps, you will find added on your 
wallet BNB, BUSD and IMC as active Binance
coins



The balance in your wallet will be available to 
check and you can be redirected to your Binance
address as indicated on the circle or either going 
to the url https://explorer.binance.org/



If you wish to start trading you will find at 
Binance IMC the option to link your wallet with 
the trading portal at binance.org



Please use the following link to get a guide on 
how to do it
https://academy.binance.com/es/articles/binan 
ce-dex-accessing-your-wallet



In Binance Dex provides you all the coins 
available and IMC from April 15



IMC/BUSD


